Personality Traits List

absent-minded  cowardly  gloomy  messy  quiet  stingy
adaptable  creative  grateful  mischievous  reasonable  stressed
adventurous  cruel  greedy  mooch  reckless  stubborn
ambitious  curious  gullible  nagging  relaxed  studious
annoying  dainty  hard-working  neat  resourceful  successful
awkward  daring  helpful  negative  respectful  suspicious
boastful  demanding  honest  obsessive  responsible  talkative
bold  dependable  humble  obedient  restless  thoughtful
bossy  determined  humorous  optimistic  rigid  timber
determined  disagreeable  imaginative  resourceful  talkative
brave  dainty  independent  resourceful  taking
busy  dreamy  impolite  helpful  tactful
calm  dull  intrepid  helpful  tough
carefree  energetic  imaginative  innovative  understanding
careless  fearful  impolite  impulsive  unselfish
cautioned  fierce  intrepid  impulsive  unselfish
caring  fighter  jolly  kind  understanding
cautious  forgetful  kind  lazy  unselfish
clever  forgiving  leader  loud  unselfish
charming  friendly  loving  lovable  unselfish
clear  fun-loving  loving  loyal  unselfish
conceited  funny  loud  proud  urgent
confused  fussy  loving  positive  wild
considerate  generous  mannerly  proud  wittiness
contented  gentle  mean  quarrelsome  worry
cooperative  gentle  mean  quick-tempered  wry
courteous  generous  lovable  positive  xenial